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1. Preface
Essence of Blockchain
Because blockchain is an important future technology industry, more human resources and capital are flocking to
it as time goes by. In this new technology field, lay people or even those involved in this industry often find it
difficult to define and distinguish blockchain. Blockchain is a new invention for data transmission, and tokens or
coins derived therefrom serve as a tool fundamentally for exchanging values between people and people. Coins
or tokens operate as promised by people atop the framework of blockchain regarding the feature of the value
exchange method. Depending on the promise, coins or tokens, i.e., digital assets, can become shares of the
company, become points for users to use directly on the business platform, or have both features simultaneously.
Of course, like Bitcoin, it can also act as one of the new ways of storing value. What's important is that the
complexity of establishing the concept of blockchain comes from the rules set by people as it operates. The
essence of blockchain lies in the exchange of value.

Blockchain and Business
We have to keep in mind that it takes much more time to accept and use technology social institutionally and
cognitively than the speed of its development, and that only platforms, where blockchain technology levels and
regulations have the minimum effects and where digital assets are naturally used and operated, will survive in the
future. Numerous digital asset projects have overlooked this, and have simply considered ICOs as an easy way to
raise funds, forcing to use digital assets in business models which are not suitable for digital assets. And most of
those projects are quickly disappearing. Digital assets cannot exist without blockchain technology, but blockchain
technology can be used even without digital assets. Digital assets have to be applied and operated where they
are needed.

2. Introduction
Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology's Status Quo
Blockchain technology enables exchange of values between the users without the intervention by the central
administrator through distributed ledger, and this prevents forgery of data records. It is possible by securing the
reliability obtained by transparent disclosure of details. In the future, Blockchain technology will be applied to
various industrial fields to show big ripple effect on the overall society. However, many coins including Ethereum,
IOS and Cardano currently do not have the level of expandability that enables various application/integration of
the Blockchain into various businesses. Due to these technical issues, the Blockchain technology is currently
being focused by mostly the financial field. This is enabling the attempt for utilization on the function referred as
the very basic value exchange. However, what we are focusing on is that the current utilization method of the
Blockchain technology is in the rewarding-platform enabled with platform activity and given with compensation
instead of the financial field with serious institutional collision. The simply exchanging value function is the key
function in the current Blockchain.
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Application of Blockchain and Digital Assets to Business Models
We must understand that greater time is required on accepting and using the technology in the social
system/awareness more than the development speed of the technology, and that only the platform receiving
minimum impact from the technical level and regulation of the Blockchain, and the platform used and operated
with the digital asset naturally shall survive in the future. Many digital asset projects overlooked this point, and
considered ICO simply as the convenient method for fund-raising to use the digital asset on the inappropriate
business model. Most of these projects are disappearing quickly. Digital asset cannot exist without the Blockchain
technology, but the Blockchain technology cannot be used without the digital asset. Digital asset must be applied
and operated where it is required.

3. Vision
Community and Digital Assets
The world is rapidly moving into the era of digital asset economy and changing into a society driven by decentralization and private companies. Digital assets derived from blockchain also gave public confidence and vitality to
the means of value exchange created in the private sector. And the era of platform/digital asset competition will
come in the future, where countless digital assets compete to be accepted by more people. The PER PROJECT
creates various platform services that use the PER tokens, Klaytn-based issued tokens, as key points. As the
PER tokens are used as key points in the growing PER ecosystem, the tokens are gradually becoming a major
digital asset for payment as well as exchange and storage of value in real life in addition to securing versatility
within the ecosystem. The PER tokens advance based on a community philosophy in which the subjects using
digital assets are at the core.

4. PER Ecosystem
The PER PROJECT is completed through the implementation of an autonomous engagement reward advertising
platform, a digital asset community, an online theme park recreation platform, a digital asset DeFi platform, a
social media/PER payment platform, and a digital economy governance platform that affects policy decisions on
digital assets.
The PER ecosystem consists of as follows:
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Figure 1. PER Ecosystem

The PER ecosystem is compatible with other major digital asset classes through scalability on the PER payment
platform.

5. Token Issuance
Given the side effects and irrationality related to ICOs, we do not proceed with token sale. The difference between
the PER ecosystem engagement reward distribution and the PER governance engagement reward is the allocation of engagement reward tokens for the expansion of the ecosystem and the engagement of each institution/individual.

Total issuance

600,000,000 PER

Token sale

None

Owned by the Company

150,000,000 PER

PER governance engagement reward

150,000,000 PER

PER ecosystem individual engagement reward

200,000,000 PER

Marketing allocation amount

100,000,000 PER
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Project Protocol : Klaytn I ERC 20
Currency Accepted : Klaytn
Klaytn Execution Model Transactions can be generated by platform APls as described in Platform API Specification (https://docs.klaytn.com/api/platform). These transactions are sent to Consensus Nodes (CNs) to be stored in
a block. CNs check whether each received transaction is valid. Valid transactions are stored in the transaction
pool; otherwise, they are discarded. A CN selects the executable transactions in the current block in its transaction pool and executes them one by one.
To execute a transaction, the sender must pay some amount of KLAY as a transaction fee. This transaction fee in
KLAY is calculated based on gas and a multiplier, i.e., gas price. Gas is a fundamental unit of computation. Every
operation executed on a Klaytn node consumes a predefined amount of gas. The exact amount of KLAY required
for the transaction is calculated by the formula illustrated in Transaction Fee (https://docs.klaytn.com/klaytn/design/computation/exec_model). The 22 transaction can fail if the sender submits a transaction accompanied
by insufficient gas. A transaction can also fail if the sender's account has an insufficient balance. When a transaction is executed successfully, it is included in the current block. A CN gathers transactions until it reaches block
gas limit or block time limit. Then, the CN makes a block with the transactions. This step requires filling several
fields in the block. For example, it must calculate the hash values of transactions, receipts, state, etc. After all
required fields have been completed, the CN generates a block hash. When block generation is complete, the
block is propagated to all the other CNs. The other CNs all verify the propagated block and reach consensus on
the verification results by exploiting the BFT consensus algorithm. When the verification process completes
successfully by the majority of CNs, the block is stored in the blockchain. Because the BFT consensus algorithm
satisfies the immediate finality property, the block is final and is never removed. After a block is finalized, the
execution of all the transactions in that block are irreversibly guaranteed, and their execution results can be
returned to the sender if requested.
Creating Smart Contracts A smart contract can be created in the Klaytn blockchain by sending a transaction to an
empty address with the binary as data. The binary can be in various formats; however, Klaytn currently supports
one binary format, EVM bytecode. It is worth pointing out that this transaction requires a payment for execution.
The account balance on the sender's account will be reduced according to the transaction fee model after the
transaction has been stored in a block. After some time, the transaction should appear in a block, which confirms
that the state it entails reached a consensus. At this point, the smart contract now exists in the Klaytn blockchain.
Executing Smart Contracts A function of a smart contract can be called and executed either by sending a
transaction to the smart contract or by calling the function locally in the node. When a function is called by
sending a transaction, the function is executed by processing a transaction. This entails a cost in KLAY for
sending the transaction, and the call will be recorded forever on the blockchain. The return value of calls made in
this manner is the hash of the transaction. When the function is invoked locally, it is executed locally in the Klaytn
Virtual Machine (KLVM), and the call returns the return value of the function. Calls made in this manner are not
recorded on the blockchain; thus, they cannot modify the internal state of the contract. This type of call is referred
to as a constant function call. Calls made in this manner do not cost any KLAY. Constant function calls should be
used when only the return value is of interest, while a transaction should be used when side effects on the
contract state are of interest
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Klaytn Tokens and Transaction Fees KLAY is the main internal transferable cryptocurrency of Klaytn and is used
to pay transaction fees when creating or executing smart contracts or when transferring KLAY. KLAY is a necessary element - in essence, the fuel - for operating Klaytn network. It is a form of payment made by the platform
users to the consensus nodes (CNs) executing the requested operations. To put in another way, KLAY is an
incentive; it ensures that developers write high-quality applications (because wasteful code costs more fee) and
that the network remains healthy (Klaytn nodes are compensated for the resources they contribute). Transaction
fee in Klaytn can be calculated in various ways depending on the execution environment where the transaction is
executed. For example, the transaction fee for the current Klaytn virtual machine (KL VM) is computed as follows:
Transaction fee := F( (total gas used) x (unit price) ) • F() could be a stepwise pricing function.
This function is not finalized yet and is subject to change during further development of Klaytn.
For Klaytn testnet, F() is an identity function, and the transaction fee is simply calculated as
(total gas used) x (unit price). • The total gas used is computed by KLVM based on the gas cost of the opcode
and the intrinsic gas cost.. This calculated transaction fee is subtracted from the sender's or enterprise account's
balance, depending on the transaction. For further in-depth information on KLAY token and transaction fee, please
visit Klaytn Docs (https://docs.klaytn.com/klaytn/design/computation /exec_model).
Service Chain Servicechains in Klaytn network are auxiliary blockchains independent from the Klaytn mainchain,
tailored for individual BApp requiring special node configurations, customized security levels, or exceptionally high
throughput that makes deploying the BApp on the Klaytn mainchain inconvenient or economically infeasible. While
there are fully-decentralized scaling solutions, their difficult interfaces such as challenge or exit and non-immediate finality often leads to severely degraded user experience and usability hurdles that effectively prohibit the
majority of average end - users from using the said features. Therefore, Klaytn has opted towards an approach in
its Service Chain where a tradeoff has been weighed between full decentralization and better usability, instant
finality, high performance, and high availability. Klaytn servicechains may be used for various service-specific
goals, and can connect to the mainchain for multiple
purposes - including data anchoring (periodic storing of block hashes from the service chain onto the mainchain
to compensate for decreased security due to smaller number of nodes) and value transfer (interchain transfer of
tokens including KLAY, Klaytn's native unit of value, and Klaytn tokens issued by BApps). Service Chain Network
(SCN) Servicechains connected to Klaytn mainchain are collectively called SCN. Figure 3 shows the network
topology of service chains being used to meet various business needs, connected with Klaytn mainchain to
expand the Klaytn network
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Figure 2. Klaytn's Main Chain and Service Chain
Figure 3 shows an example of SCN connected directly with Klaytn mainchain's endpoint node (EN) using a
main/sub-bridge model to use the servicechain's features

Figure 3. Main Chain and Service Chain Connection using Main/Sub-Bridge Model
Note that the method of connection between servicechains and mainchain may change in Klaytn's future
iterations. Service Chain Features Servicechains expand and augment Klaytn by providing a data integrity
mechanism and supporting token transfers between different chains. For data integrity, servicechains can
automatically anchor every block hash of its constituent blocks onto the main chain using a special transaction.
This anchoring of data can ensure to the servicechain users that the data in the particular chain has not been
altered once it is created. To help service providers easily migrate their users and assets across chains, Klaytn
supports token transfer of KLAY or BApp-issued Klaytn tokens between different chains. Users can easily request
for token transfer to another chain by sending a transaction to a special contract, called bridge contract. Note that
the value transfer function is currently under development, and will be available in a future Klaytn update.
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6. Lock-Up Policy
The lockup of company-held tokens and PER governance participation reward tokens will be terminated at the
rate of 200,000PER per month since 2021.02.15.

7. Road Map

Figure 4. PER Project Progress Road Map
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1. Vision
NFT
NFT (Non-Fungible Token) means a non-fungible token that is distinguished through holding assets scarce
individually by giving a unique recognition value to digital assets.

Figure 1. NFT

These characteristics of NFT are variously applied and utilized in various fields such as art transactions, the
implementation of game items, and the applications in the Metaverse ecosystem. And the growth of the market is
expected to be very large.

NFT Marketplace
KlayMint is an NFT marketplace where you can trade various NFTs easily, quickly, and inexpensively. It provides
diverse options such as rarity, and users can sell and purchase NFTs they desire.

Figure 2. NFT Collections
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As a platform built on the Klaytn chain, it is available to trade Klaytn-related NFTs in the convenience and, it also
is possible to trade NFTs based on other chains such as Ethereum and Solana through the updates given.

Figure 3. Compatibility via Bridge Features

Also, there will be updates for the features to trade various assets. Klaymint will establish itself as a
representative NFT marketplace where diverse NFT chains are actively traded.

2. NFT Minting / NFT Launching
KlayMint was created with the concept of the 'NFT minting platform.' In KlayMint, it is not only trading NFTs, but
also creating and listing the desirable NFTs. There are two ways for listing to be done.

Disclosure of Individual works
It provides selling at reconciliation prices, selling in auction styles, and other various selling features.

Figure 4. NFT Issuance, Auction Techniques

Disclosure of NFT Series
The NFT series can be issued for a variety of purposes. It can be for simple collections of the NFT series or the
NFT series that provides fun events to its users and creates a unique ecosystem.

Figure 5. NFT Issuance of Combination

NFT series issuers can use the various optional features of KlayMint for issuing their own unique NFT series. In
KlayMint, the features such as Rarity, NFT Mixing, and Staking are provided. NFT issuers also can create a
unique and fun NFT ecosystem through KlayMint.

Figure 6. Rarity, NFT Mixing

3. Update Direction (NFT Issuance Open Platform)
KlayMint is continuously improved/updated with the goal of becoming an open platform for NFT issuance. Users
can freely issue NFTs by using various features of KlayMint in the Layer 2 stage. The project can create a unique
NFT ecosystem in KlayMint. And users can easily become a member of the NFT ecosystem by
comparing/participating in various NFTs.

Figure 7. Free NFT Issuance

4. Ecosystem
In Klaymint, minting can be performed using KLAY/PER. The PER Token is available in the KlayMint NFT option.

Figure 8. Minting using KLAY

Figure 9. Using PER coin for Assets Mixing

A certain amount of PER Tokens paid in KlayMint will be permanently burned.

5. KlayMint Crew
Various NFT projects can participate in the integrated ecosystem created through KlayMint. Regards on the
details of KlayMint Crew will be updated later.
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1. Vision
Digital Asset Community
The cic Community, a digital asset community, stands for "Coin Investment Club Community." In the upcoming
new era of token economy, it serves as a space where coiners can share and communicate information about
digital assets and operates under the philosophy of “digital assets and community.” Its concept is as follows:
Digital assets are a tool of value exchange derived from blockchain and their value is determined and maintained
by trust and promise between those who use them. So, what matters most for digital assets is the community
which is the foundation thereof. The cic Community will operate with the goal of growing as the most active and
influential digital asset community . The cic Community's growth will play a central role in the PER ecosystem,
and various services will be linked in the future.

2. cic Community
Service Goals
The cic Community is a community platform that allows intuitive and easy access and exchange of useful
information about digital assets.
It drives the vitalization of the community through coiners' autonomous engagement and reward payments
therefor. This is made possible by paying those who engaged the profits generated from the platform, such as
successful bids for collaboration/advertising due to the expansion of the site's influence.

Figure 1. Engagement Reward Type Digital Asset Community
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cic Point System
The cic Community has a cic Point system, which gives reward points for engagement. Users can receive the cic
Points as a reward for community activities. The cic Points are divided into payment points and voting points.
Payment points are ones which users can use to receive digital assets, and voting points are ones which are used
for the cic Community-wide activities, such as recommending someone else's posting or policy decision. Users
can receive points for activities including posting, voting, and checking attendance. And the rewarded digital
assets can be used in the PER ecosystem.
The details of the cic Points are governed by the "Terms and Conditions for cic Point Payment" specified on the
site.

Figure 2. Posting and Engagement Reward

3. Main Features
The main features of the cic Community are as follows: the "Bulletin Board," a space where members can freely
communicate; the "cic Writing," where users can write professional posts and receive rewards; the "Coin Help,"
where users can do Q&As about digital assets and blockchain; and the "Forum," where users can share individual
thoughts or do decision-making by voting on a specific topic.

Bulletin Board
The Bulletin Board is a space where users can freely share their opinions. However, it has the operation policies
to ensure it is activated befitting the purpose of the digital asset community, which are in compliance with the
“Bulletin Board's Operation Policies” specified on the site. On the Bulletin Board, members can share their
opinions and express them by clicking "up" or "down" button on someone else's posts. Posters receive payment
points based on voting. results
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cic Writing
The cic Writing is a space where high-quality articles are posted, and where members who meet the cic Writing
requirements are eligible to posting. On the cic Writing, members can use voting points on posts, and posters
receive payment points depending on voting. results It follows the "cic Writing Operation Policies" specified on the
site.

Figure 3. cic Writing

Coin Help
It is a space where members can do Q&As about blockchain and digital assets. Users can use voting points in the
space for registering questions, and posters receive payment points according to voting results. It follows the
"Coin Help Operation Policies" specified on the site.

Figure 4. Coin Help

4

cic Forum
It is a space where users can vote on certain issues, make decisions about the PER ecosystem, and exchange
opinions. Users can vote with voting points, and will pay or receive payment points according to the "cic Forum
Operation Policies." Voters will influence the decision-making process of PER governance in the future.

Figure 5. cic Forum Voting

Users vote and leave comments, creating the effect of collective intelligence.

Figure 6. cic Policy Decision

Voters influence decisions on the operation of the cic Community and receive the reward distribution based on
voting results.
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Figure 7. PER Policy Decision and cic Forum

Voters exercise influence on decision-making for the operation of the PER ecosystem, and are rewarded for
contributing to governance policy decisions.

4. Other Features
In addition to its main features, the cic Community provides convenient features such as market price inquiry for
digital assets, mini mall, community site inquiry per digital asset, and coin news collection.

Figure 8. cic Community's Other Features

5. Ecosystem
The cic Community rewards engaged users with platform revenue including advertising revenue and community
collaboration revenue. In the PER ecosystem, it plays a key role in the operation of the ecosystem along with
digital economy governance.
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Figure 9. Expansion of cic Community's Ecosystem
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1. Vision
Autonomous Advertising Compensation Platform
The purpose of our project is to enable marking of various participants through intuitive compensation to
maximize the viral marketing effect, and ultimately crate the 'Autonomous Ecosystem' where the individuals
become the members of marketing along with the influencers. As time passes, the intervention of SUPER
COMMUNITY will be minimized, and the participants will receive meaningful
'Compensation of Rational Level'. In the future, we will convert from playing the role of the administrator in the
ecosystem circulation to becoming the assistant for securing the online/offline place of use for the token. This is
an intuitive and realistic project that enables viral marketing effect on the independent PR media and media of all
individuals, and the token price will increase as the number of platform/community members, demand for advertisement and place of use on the coin are increased. Increase in value according to the virtuous cycle of the
ecosystem will be expected, and realistic circumstances of the current coin market will be responded actively for
actual increase in value such as being listed in the exchange market and controlling the distribution amount.

Public Relations Strategies
The first PR goal on marketing will be focused on promoting this token to increase the value, and proving the
validity of the PR effect on the platform. In the current coin market, the business performance and maintaining the
token value must both be considered for success. This is because increasing the value of the coin itself is the
best PR method. Initially, we will stabilize as the very effective PR method as the token/coin PR platform. Ultimately, our goal is to expand into the viral marketing project on extensive topics in the future to possess marketing
platform, community and social media with great influential power. This project will not be performed with ICO,
and the distribution amount of the token will be strictly controlled.

2. PER Token Project
All individuals can deliver the advertisement message provided by the PER Token Platform to others and receive
the token as the reward.
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Figure 1. Token Rewards and Viral Marketing Effect

Ecosystem of Initial PER Token
The initial PER token ecosystem shall established as follows.
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Blockchain-Applied Rewarding System Model
All PER tokens paid by advertisers as advertising expenses will be distributed to Per Friends, which will remain a
record on the block chain to check the execution of advertising funds.

PER Token
Payment

PER Token
Payment

Advertiser

Per Friends
Super Community

Block Chain

Figure 3. Advertising Cost Payment Map

REPORT
Advertiser

Figure 4. Status Quo of Using Advertising Cost Recorded on Blockchain

Future PER Token's Ecosystem
In the future, the role of SUPER COMMUNITY is reduced to construct the autonomous ecosystem.
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Figure 5. Mid-Term PER Token's Ecosystem Model

Afterwards, the SUPER COMMUNITY shall begin the partnership activity on securing the offline place of use on
the token. (Pressure of selling is reduced by increasing the place of use on the token)
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In the future, token will be used more conveniently to enable the non-traders of the coin to participate easily in the
ecosystem.

Exchange Market
PER Token Payment

Encashment

PER Token

Super Community

PER Token

Cashing in Cash

Per Friends

Partners

Cash Swap

PER Token

Klip / Per Wallet

Bank

Figure 7. Late-Term PER Token's Ecosystem Model

The goal is to enable the encashment or use of the token without using the exchange market to ultimately
become the reward-type advertisement platform that can be participated by anyone, and the token will not be
possible for involvement by the SUPER COMMUNITY according to the mechanism of the Blockchain for autonomous virtuous cycle of the system.
In this structure, token is essential on operating the platform. The transaction details verified and recorded by the
Blockchain secures the reliability on the platform on payment by the advertisers,
and the SUPER COMMUNITY loses the right to control the tokens distributed and provided to the users. The
points belonged to the user shall have better asset value. This can create more participants.
As the ecosystem is expanded, the value of the PER token is increased from the principle of demand and supply.
In long-term, the token will have the value over certain level, and will be commonly used actively to enable
'anyone' to easily obtain the reward on the advertising activity. The goal is to enable immediate encashment of
this token, or enable the token to become an excellent reward with many places for direct use to enable all
individuals to become the subject for marketing and become the viral marketing company with ripple effect using
advertisement.
We are not competing with existing
platform providers such as Facebook or YouTube, and the participants of our ecosystem will use the existing
platforms as the tool to help expand our ecosystem.
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PER Token's Main Marketing Target Platform
1)

Telegram

2)

YouTube

3)

Facebook

4)

Steemit

5)

lnstagram

6)

KakaoTalk

7)

Daum Cafe

8)

Other SNS/Community Website

Figure 8. Key Marketing Target Platforms for PER Tokens

3. Ecosystem
In the future, the PER Token will be compatible and have value as a payment method within the Super Community's ecosystem.
We'll develop and release mobile app, online community, and social media after Super Community as proceeding
according to the road map.
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Figure 9. Super Community's Ecosystem Expansion
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